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From: ergowoman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kate Stewart
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 6:26:01 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Kate Stewart
5107 S Adams St  Seattle, WA 98118-1520
ergowoman@gmail.com
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From: ResistanceGranny@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diane Bisset
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 10:23:46 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Diane Bisset
7201 125th Ave SE  Newcastle, WA 98056-1207
ResistanceGranny@hotmail.com
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From: zaknelson27@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Zak Nelson
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 12:07:04 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Zak Nelson
10737 Burke Ave N  Seattle, WA 98133-8966
zaknelson27@gmail.com
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From: matrseward@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of MaryAnn Seward
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 10:31:24 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
MaryAnn Seward
2360 Haines St  Port Townsend, WA 98368-6213
matrseward@olympus.net
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From: timkearney02@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tim Kearney
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 6:32:50 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Tim Kearney
2005 18th Ave NE WA98029 Issaquah, WA 98029-7375
timkearney02@gmail.com
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From: poco.cardreader@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gayla Soldano
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 12:07:39 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense.
  Puget Sound Energy’s draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation
Act (CETA) requiring utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more
renewable energy and storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the
Tacoma LNG and any other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals.


  To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure
while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not
be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Please think of the kids that are going to be in this environment.
We live on a living organism called earth , we can change earth enough that it will not sustain us in a healthy
manner.


This is already so in other countries ,And in some Native American territories and lands still disputed because our
government has not honored treaties written years ago.


Stop polluting with fossil fuels there’s no reason for it !
There’s plenty of science and technology we can use to get our energy needs met Start funding for  clean energy
sources .
Our government has failed us in so many things Because a big business and money .To get non-toxic food you have
to buy organic food and even that they change the rules on and allow chemicals in !
 please don’t fail  us Now with environmental issues now.
 Our government now has a chance to make things better for generations to come !
Gayla Soldano


Sincerely,
Gayla Soldano
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22038  Des Moines, WA 98198
poco.cardreader@gmail.com








From: scott.tallman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Scott Tallman
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 6:33:30 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Scott Tallman
scott.tallman@gmail.co
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From: tinamckim@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tina McKim
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 12:21:07 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Tina McKim
2333 Humboldt St  Bellingham, WA 98225-3812
tinamckim@yahoo.com
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From: perksher@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sherry Perkins
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 5:26:07 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Sherry Perkins
12034 78th Ave S  Seattle, WA 98178-4405
perksher@gmail.com
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From: azroozen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anja Roozen
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 10:36:02 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Everyday that passes,
climate change grows more and more dire and our chance of meaningfully reducing warming and avoiding the worst
effects of the climate crisis, continues to slip away. I am constantly afraid for my future as a young person and the
future of the next generation, we need bold action now, anything less is unthinkable. A just transition from fossil
fuels to a green economy and renewable energy that prioritizes those most marginalized and adversely affected by
climate change and pollution is the only way forward and right now PSE is failing to make that commitment.


Puget Sound Energy’s draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation
Act (CETA) requiring utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more
renewable energy and storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the
Tacoma LNG and any other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Anja Roozen
45721 Calcite St  Concrete, WA 98237-9634
azroozen@gmail.com
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From: oceanlvr1111@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Charlene Lauzon
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 6:34:47 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Charlene Lauzon
5715 202nd St SW Apt 3 Lynnwood, WA 98036-6224
oceanlvr1111@hotmail.com
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From: nancy.karimis@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy Spencer
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 12:21:33 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Nancy Spencer
22620 93rd Pl W  Edmonds, WA 98020-4516
nancy.karimis@gmail.com
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From: archibaldingrid@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ingrid Archibald
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 12:32:17 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Ingrid Archibald
6527 24th Ave NW  Seattle, WA 98117-5805
archibaldingrid@gmail.com
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From: rawlsspencer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Spencer Rawls
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 6:36:23 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Spencer Rawls
1701 12th Ave S  Seattle, WA 98144-4156
rawlsspencer@gmail.com
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From: assaf.oron@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Assaf Oron
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 10:45:44 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Assaf Oron
1240 NE 97th St  Seattle, WA 98115-2228
assaf.oron@gmail.com
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From: cpdesch@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Connor Descheemaker
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 1:04:47 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Connor Descheemaker
1615 15th Ave Unit 24 Seattle, WA 98122-4053
cpdesch@yahoo.com
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From: querido@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Querido Galdo
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 6:47:25 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Querido Galdo
3011 E 29th St  Oakland, CA 94601-2733
querido@queridomundo.com
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From: kathyhall9012@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathy Hall
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 10:53:31 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Kathy Hall
9012 Crescent Valley Dr NW  Gig Harbor, WA 98332-9535
kathyhall9012@gmail.com
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From: aishasince1970@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Aisha Sial
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 1:25:30 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


Even the Republican State Legislators strive to protect what is left of the salmon population and clean water here in
eastern Snohomish County. As Growth Management plans for our Region continue in review you must now pivot
your ways of providing energy and promoting energy conservation!
The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Aisha Sial
864 Village Way Apt 214 Monroe, WA 98272-2157
aishasince1970@gmail.com
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From: querido@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Querido Galdo
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 6:48:53 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Querido Galdo
3011 E 29th St  Oakland, CA 94601-2733
querido@queridomundo.com
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From: emilya57@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Emily Willoughby
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 5:35:09 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Emily Willoughby
17000 53rd Ave S  Tukwila, WA 98188-3250
emilya57@comcast.net
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From: rebasgr8@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rebecca Moslo
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 5:10:41 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Rebecca Moslo
22604 42nd Pl W  Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043-4525
rebasgr8@gmail.com
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From: taceyconover@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tacey Conover
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 1:37:35 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Tacey Conover
85008 Sarvis Berry Ln  Eugene, OR 97405-9485
taceyconover@yahoo.com
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From: dstewart98109@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Deborah Stewart
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 5:38:10 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


Did PSE not hear the Federal Researve's warning this month that climate change will have a huge effect on our
nation's economy, not just the banks but the energy business as well? PSE must change its draft 2021 Integrated
Resourcs Plan and be proactive at address climate change if it wants to be around in 20 years.


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Deborah Stewart
7501 Greenwood Ave N Apt 301 Seattle, WA 98103-4641
dstewart98109@icloud.com
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From: carolyn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of carolyn atkinson
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 6:52:00 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


I'm a young person terrified of the future my electeds and regulatory bodies are orchestrating for me to inhabit,
given our current trajectory. The next 10 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common
sense. Puget Sound Energy’s draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy
Transformation Act (CETA) requiring utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by
building more renewable energy and storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and
cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
carolyn atkinson
112 25th Ave E Apt 201 Seattle, WA 98112-5471
carolyn@theatkinsons.org
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From: kyra.a.shelton@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kyra Shelton
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 1:41:51 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines. This is wildly irresponsible.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


Please. Protect our future and our present.


Sincerely,
Kyra Shelton
604 125th Ave NE  Lake Stevens, WA 98258-8044
kyra.a.shelton@gmail.com
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From: dnagyfy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Desiree Nagyfy
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 5:39:41 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Desiree Nagyfy
dnagyfy@msn.com
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From: tjcquinn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Thomas Quinn
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 7:07:41 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Thomas Quinn
tjcquinn@icloud.com
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From: dougcole@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Doug Cole
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 1:42:41 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Doug Cole
1103 NW 56th St  Seattle, WA 98107-3718
dougcole@gmail.com
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From: seajay21649@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Clayton Jones
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 5:07:10 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Clayton Jones
4246 S 148th St  Tukwila, WA 98168-4451
seajay21649@gmail.com
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From: dnlbrant@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Daniel Brant
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 7:08:07 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Daniel Brant
310 Willow St  Port Townsend, WA 98368-6417
dnlbrant@gmail.com
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From: suecon@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sue Stoeckel
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 2:29:21 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Sue Stoeckel
3306 Oakes Ave  Everett, WA 98201-4410
suecon@ymail.com
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From: innerlight.ws@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andrea Gruszecki
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 7:09:55 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Andrea Gruszecki
19805 Sunnyside Dr N Apt K303 Shoreline, WA 98133-2767
innerlight.ws@gmail.com
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From: corrnancy03@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of nancy corr
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 2:38:13 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
nancy corr
23025 17th Ave S  Des Moines, WA 98198-7606
corrnancy03@gmail.cim
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From: jag4848@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joyce Grajczykk
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 7:10:47 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Joyce Grajczykk
Kent, WA 98031
jag4848@comcast.net
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From: jploger@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Ploger
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 2:41:57 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Jim Ploger
800 Hiawatha Pl S Apt A Seattle, WA 98144-2826
jploger@gmail.com
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From: mariefrance.imberton@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marie-France Imberton
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 7:19:45 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Marie-France Imberton
Bellevue, WA 98005
mariefrance.imberton@gmail.com
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From: ProfDSchooling@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diana Schooling
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 2:42:03 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


During my last quarter of law at University of Oklahoma, I petitioned for and was granted cross-enrollment in the
oldest College of Oil & Gas in the US. In Intro to Petroleum & Geoscience, we were taught what kinds of rocks
might still have orange-sized pockets of oil and gas in them, to crush for extraction. We are THAT low on oil & gas.


The by-product of decomposed dinosaurs, there isn't any more oil & gas. Literally.


We were told that there was approximately 5 years of oil & gas left.


That was Spring 2018.


Starting for Fall 2020, the University of Oklahoma renamed the College of Oil & Gas: the College of Natural
Resources & Energy.


As commissioners, you may not know this information, but I guarantee you that the larger oil & gas
companies/suppliers you work with are completely aware.


Continuing any reliance on finite, nearly gone, oil & gas is fiscally irresponsible. It's also a disservice to your
customers, who enable every paycheck at PSE.


Financial risk dictates that PSE immediately hit the accelerator on authentic renewable energy: no oil, no natural
gas, no fracked gas, but only energy drawn from infinite energy sources.


Knowing the facts of PSE's imminent crash to their bottom line, how will you go forward from today?


Sincerely,
Diana Schooling
ProfDSchooling@icloud.com
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From: jefforlynn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lynn DeBroeck
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 7:29:59 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Lynn DeBroeck
15932 88th St SE  Snohomish, WA 98290-6162
jefforlynn@frontier.com
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From: CALM7ZONE@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Czuczak
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 2:44:49 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Michael Czuczak
13921 SE 274th St  Kent, WA 98042-9008
CALM7ZONE@YAHOO.COM
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From: jeanlunnemann@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jean Pauley
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 7:33:54 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Jean Pauley
414 Malden Ave E  Seattle, WA 98112-4516
jeanlunnemann@yahoo.com
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From: jebbo101@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joan Bowers
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 7:51:21 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Joan Bowers
900 University St # 15-L Seattle, WA 98101-2797
jebbo101@comcast.net
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From: jwatchie@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joanne Watchie
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 3:57:18 AM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Joanne Watchie
2440 Alki Ave SW Apt 202 Seattle, WA 98116-2271
jwatchie@sbcglobal.net
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From: anevolver@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kevin Hughes
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 5:15:20 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Kevin Hughes
1206 11th St  Anacortes, WA 98221-1935
anevolver@gmail.com
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From: gypsytwilight@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Thomas Pollock
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 12:00:25 AM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Thomas Pollock
2421 SW Trenton St  Seattle, WA 98106-2284
gypsytwilight@gmail.com
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From: kentshifferd@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kent Shifferd
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 5:37:50 AM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


This issue is very important to me because I want a safe world for all the children and their children. The next 20
years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s draft 2021
Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring utilities to
be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and storage
infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any other
planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Kent Shifferd
N12036 Pash Dr  Trego, WI 54888-9156
kentshifferd@gmail.com
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From: jjatmore@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jon Atmore
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 12:00:30 AM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Jon Atmore
9119 17th Ave NE  Seattle, WA 98115-3211
jjatmore@yahoo.com
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From: dorrie.jordan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dorothy Jordan
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 5:43:09 AM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Please take steps toward eliminating fossil fuels, rather than continuing down the same old path of more fossil fuel
usage.


Sincerely,
Dorothy Jordan
1407 Abbott Rd  Lynden, WA 98264-9401
dorrie.jordan@gmail.com
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From: pegartista@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marguerite Winkel
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 12:59:13 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Marguerite Winkel
Spokane, WA 99201
pegartista@earthlink.net
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From: seonaidh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Seonaidh Davenport
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 5:44:14 AM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Seonaidh Davenport
6731 19th Ave NW  Seattle, WA 98117-5703
seonaidh@gmail.com
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From: dougcole@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Doug Cole
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 1:01:36 AM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Doug Cole
1103 NW 56th St  Seattle, WA 98107-3718
dougcole@gmail.com
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From: willgolding92@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of William Golding
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 5:51:58 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
William Golding
246 S Stadium Way  Tacoma, WA 98402-4802
willgolding92@yahoo.com
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From: markley.shannon@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Shannon Markley
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 1:12:35 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Shannon Markley
19107 15th Ave NW  Shoreline, WA 98177-2723
markley.shannon@yahoo.com
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From: mountainclimber4@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Hagedorn
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 6:08:40 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Linda Hagedorn
15418 210th Ave NE  Woodinville, WA 98077-7714
mountainclimber4@gmail.com
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From: laceyhicks@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lacey Hicks
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 6:29:07 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Lacey Hicks
34655 Skylark Dr Apt 627 Union City, CA 94587-4583
laceyhicks@hotmail.com
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From: gsydnor@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Giles Sydnor
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 6:33:20 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Giles Sydnor
Seattle, WA 98107
gsydnor@uw.edu
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From: tracyandgiles@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tracy Wang
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 6:34:32 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Tracy Wang
5355 28th Ave NW  Seattle, WA 98107-4107
tracyandgiles@gmail.com
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From: treefrog@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Enid Braun
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 7:04:59 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Enid Braun
7441 Barred Owl Way  Clinton, WA 98236-9700
treefrog@whidbey.com
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From: jazzpacnw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Johnson
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 7:06:01 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Richard Johnson
PO Box 3138  Bellingham, WA 98227-3138
jazzpacnw@yahoo.com
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From: kelleycoleman77@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kelley Slack
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 2:46:42 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Kelley Slack
1811 34th St  Bellingham, WA 98229-3246
kelleycoleman77@gmail.com
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From: ellenmccann63@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ellen McCann
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 7:08:39 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Ellen McCann
1262 Amalfi Pl  Escondido, CA 92027-1401
ellenmccann63@hotmail.com
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From: drmassey@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Massey ND
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 2:48:47 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Jim Massey ND
3310 SW Vista Dr  Portland, OR 97225-2948
drmassey@gmail.com
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From: kikitaeuber@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kirsten Taeuber
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 7:34:21 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Kirsten Taeuber
910 N 177th St  Shoreline, WA 98133-4807
kikitaeuber@gmx.de
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From: nfarrellwa@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy Farrell
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 3:33:44 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Nancy Farrell
4005 N 24th St  Tacoma, WA 98406-4804
nfarrellwa@gmail.com
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From: cubbareese@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cubba Reese
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 7:34:36 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Cubba Reese
Mercer Island, WA 98040
cubbareese@yahoo.com
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From: zil1000campbell@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Liz Campbell
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 3:58:22 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Liz Campbell
605 N 64th St  Seattle, WA 98103-5631
zil1000campbell@gmail.com
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From: natalieglawrence92@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Natalie Lawrence
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 7:37:32 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Natalie Lawrence
317 Harvard Ave E  Seattle, WA
natalieglawrence92@gmail.com
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From: isabella.ramirez908@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Isabella Ramirez
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 3:59:38 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Isabella Ramirez
1530 15th Ave Unit 209 Seattle, WA 98122-4035
isabella.ramirez908@gmail.com
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From: nfujitasacco@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Noreen Fujitasacco
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 8:11:32 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


Let's be far better than Texas. The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common
sense. Puget Sound Energy’s draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy
Transformation Act (CETA) requiring utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by
building more renewable energy and storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and
cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Noreen Fujitasacco
Bellingham, WA 98229
nfujitasacco@gmail.com
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From: isabella.ramirez908@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Isabella Ramirez
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 4:01:17 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Isabella Ramirez
1530 15th Ave Unit 209 Seattle, WA 98122-4035
isabella.ramirez908@gmail.com
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From: cathystegman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of cathy stegman
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 8:13:23 AM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
cathy stegman
8748 Old Indian Hill Rd  Cincinnati, OH 45243-3724
cathystegman@me.com
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From: sewellauren@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lauren Sewell
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 4:15:08 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Lauren Sewell
535 13th Ave E  Seattle, WA 98102-5140
sewellauren@gmail.com
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From: lillyswan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Seney
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 8:25:28 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Susan Seney
7752 19th Ave NE  Seattle, WA 98115-4434
lillyswan@comcast.com
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From: jordanvvvv@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jordan Van Voast
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 4:38:38 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Jordan Van Voast
2109 31st Ave S  Seattle, WA 98144-4908
jordanvvvv@gmail.com
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From: carol9price@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of carol price
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 8:51:59 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
carol price
1599 NW Lassie Ln  Poulsbo, WA 98370-7164
carol9price@comcast.net
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From: briegyncild@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brie Gyncild
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 8:54:53 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Brie Gyncild
1407 15th Ave  Seattle, WA 98122-4117
briegyncild@gmail.com
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From: esbales904@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elliott Bales
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 9:02:08 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Elliott Bales
esbales904@yahoo.com
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From: sam3357@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marty Jacobs
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 9:08:14 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


As a consumer who is concerned about the future for my children and grandchildren, I believe that the next 20 years
are a critical time. To deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s draft 2021 Integrated
Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring utilities to be 80
percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and storage infrastructure
sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any other planned fossil
gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Marty Jacobs
433 16th Ave E  Seattle, WA 98112-4607
sam3357@comcaast.nete
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From: Clairecaiello@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Claire Aiello
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 9:16:35 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Claire Aiello
1119 NW 64th St  Seattle, WA 98107-2253
Clairecaiello@gmail.com
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From: brandonbowersox@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brandon Bowersox-Johnson
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 7:56:01 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


Please use your authority and follow your moral compass to require PSE to align with Washington State and global
GHG climate targets. The PSE IRP needs to be a feasible plan to be 80% carbon free by 2030 as required by the
2019 CETA (Clean Energy Transformation Act). PSE's draft IRP is insufficient and I call on you to exercise your
oversight to save our state and planet.


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Brandon Bowersox-Johnson
519 N Bowdoin Pl Apt 401 Seattle, WA 98103-7773
brandonbowersox@gmail.com
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From: madeleinemacdougal@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Madeleine MacDougal
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 9:27:57 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Madeleine MacDougal
2820 Eastlake Ave E Apt 307 Seattle, WA 98102-3097
madeleinemacdougal@gmail.com
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From: sspecies@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Scott Species
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 5:19:50 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Scott Species
1922 9th Ave Apt 401 Seattle, WA 98101-1302
sspecies@yahoo.com
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From: dhramsay@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Ramsay
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 9:43:24 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
David Ramsay
7022 Brooklyn Ave NE  Seattle, WA 98115-5648
dhramsay@aol.com
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From: joosgalefamily@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sandra Joos
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 8:07:09 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Sandra Joos
4259 SW Patrick Pl  Portland, OR 97239-7202
joosgalefamily@comcast.net
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From: ryan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ryan Paul
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 9:46:43 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Ryan Paul
6760 Division Ave NW  Seattle, WA 98117-5150
ryan@ryandpaul.com
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From: tsomm3@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Terri Sommer
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 9:48:01 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Terri Sommer
802 Walnut Ave  Woodward, IA 50276-2043
tsomm3@gmail.com
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From: tikab1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tika Bordelon
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 8:24:04 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Tika Bordelon
1400 Hubbell Pl  Seattle, WA 98101-1965
tikab1@gmail.com
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From: cakneser@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Chris Kneser
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: Denying our children a renewable planetPSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 7:35:02 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


As a customer of PSE I demand that you use your funds, your profits off my business, with an eye to  the good of
our climate our future.


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Chris Kneser
Declined  Seattle, WA
cakneser@gmail.com
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From: john@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Barger
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 8:29:43 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
John Barger
7752 SE 44th Ave  Portland, OR 97206-8418
john@johnbarger.com
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From: lmspitfire81@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eliza Hitchcock
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 9:50:57 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Eliza Hitchcock
8422 SW Soper Rd  Vashon, WA 98070-4920
lmspitfire81@gmail.com
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From: erpbieber@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Erica Bieber
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: Don’t delay a better future!!
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 5:09:32 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years is a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s draft
2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Erica Bieber
WA
erpbieber@gmail.com
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From: miminomad@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Miriam Margulies
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305 Protect WA communities -- Stop Fossil Fuel Expansion!
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 1:40:02 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Miriam Margulies
3145 Chandler Pkwy # 201 Bellingham, WA 98226-4169
miminomad@gmail.com
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From: summermontacute@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Summer Montacute
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 10:01:54 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Summer Montacute
summermontacute@gmail.com
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From: lfaithfull@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lucia Faithfull
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 8:30:23 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Lucia Faithfull
1232 SW 296th St  Federal Way, WA 98023-3410
lfaithfull@comcast.net
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From: joesymons@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of joe symons
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305 / Reduce fossil fuel infrastructure going forward
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 11:14:40 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


Rather, demand reduction efforts should be a major part of the 20 year plan.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
joe symons
Olga, WA 98279
joesymons@me.com
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From: cookess@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sarah Cooke
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 10:04:59 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Sarah Cooke
1315 E Victor St Apt 1 Bellingham, WA 98225-1651
cookess@comcast.net
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From: janellis16@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jan Ellis
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 8:36:01 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Jan Ellis
72 Kruse St  Port Townsend, WA 98368-8860
janellis16@hotmail.com
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From: debimunro@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of D Munro
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 5:09:23 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
D Munro
WA
debimunro@gmail.com
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From: hellokittykoala@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kiana Kobayashi
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 5:41:25 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Kiana Kobayashi
Seattle, WA 98199
hellokittykoala@protonmail.com
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From: julia.buck@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Julia Buck
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 8:46:06 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 10 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is embarrassing and points out why for-profit energy companies favored the bill. The public is
once again sold out in the pursuit of profits for a few, paying more for energy and bearing the externalized costs of
climate change and unreliable service from aging infrastructure. The first New Deal had electrification and heat as a
part of its scope because these public goods can either be universally available or profitable. The recent disaster in
Texas shows that trusting human lives to market forces kills the poor. Whether by climate change-induced storms
and droughts or by infrastructure outage-- I started a new job in Redmond last month and have seen three multi-hour
outages already-- the state of Washington bears ultimate responsibility for costs privatized infrastructure
externalizes onto its residents.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It is of a piece with the genocide and
extraction that has been intertwined with our country's foundation, and it needs to be pulled up by the root.


The state of Washington should exercise its power to bring our electricity under public ownership and allow people
to have a say in power generation sourcing and building and maintaining a utility system. This plan is the epitome of
playing our faces; it is an insult to the State and its population. Tell PSE to get back to the drawing board and try
again; maybe they can ask the Public Power districts how they did it.


Sincerely,
Julia Buck
6037 6th Ave NW  Seattle, WA 98107-2127
julia.buck@alumni.tufts.edu
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From: larsmcd10@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lars McDonagh
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 10:17:37 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Lars McDonagh
9708 237th Pl SW  Edmonds, WA 98020-5645
larsmcd10@gmail.com
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From: jeannepoirier@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeanne Poirier
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 10:15:24 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy is instrumental in determining if
our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include building and
expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy Transformation Act is
frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


We all have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future generations.  There
needs to be more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Jeanne Poirier
jeannepoirier@yahoo.com
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From: sherry_bupp@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sherry Bupp
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 5:41:54 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Sherry Bupp
16075 NE 85th St Apt 404 Redmond, WA 98052-3579
sherry_bupp@outlook.com
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From: alya.sandra@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alex Ianchenko
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 10:18:45 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Alex Ianchenko
3110 Franklin Ave E  Seattle, WA 98102-3853
alya.sandra@gmail.com
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From: aelder300@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amy Elder
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: Puget Sound Energy IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 2:56:09 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time--to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s draft
2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Let's hold PSE accountable. As a Washingtonian, I believe we need clean energy as soon as possible.


Sincerely,
Amy Elder
1120 8th Ave Apt 602 Seattle, WA 98101-2706
aelder300@gmail.com
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From: barisicindogan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dogan Ozkan
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 8:55:28 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Dogan Ozkan
318 Noble St # 3 Fairbanks, AK 99701-4869
barisicindogan@gmail.com
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From: jodyolvera@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jody Olvera
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 5:42:34 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Jody Olvera
1446 20th Ave  Seattle, WA 98122-2802
jodyolvera@yahoo.com
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From: reweiss38@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of r weiss
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 10:25:03 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
r weiss
reweiss38@gmail.com
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From: quest447@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Peha
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 8:56:38 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
David Peha
13313 Adair Creek Way NE  Redmond, WA 98053-6277
quest447@gmail.com
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From: marjorieostle@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marjorie Ostle
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 5:42:36 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


 As someone who lives on the Salish Sea, on an island and close to the Anacortes and Cherry Point refineries for
over 50 years, I have watched the hazards of fossil fuel production and shipment increase. And I have watched the
deterioration of our sea and shores due to plastic production, leading to diminished salmon and orca whale
populations. The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound
Energy’s draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA)
requiring utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy
and storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and
any other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Marjorie Ostle
Olga, WA 98279
marjorieostle@gmail.com
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From: jane@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of jane lindley
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 10:33:06 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
jane lindley
jane@lowcarbongirl.com
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From: blackdubh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laura Huddlestone
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 8:59:57 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Laura Huddlestone
5222 18th Ave SW  Seattle, WA 98106-1549
blackdubh@gmail.com
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From: justin.j.campbell@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Justin Campbell
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 9:04:38 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Justin Campbell
2301 Fairview Ave E  Seattle, WA 98102-3361
justin.j.campbell@gmail.com
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From: toddstegman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Todd Stegman
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 10:40:36 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Todd Stegman
6306 Atlas Pl SW  Seattle, WA 98136
toddstegman@me.com
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From: wzieve@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Wendy Zieve
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 5:48:42 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Wendy Zieve
546 Walnut St Apt 102 Edmonds, WA 98020-3604
wzieve@gmail.com
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From: preagel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Peter Reagel
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 5:23:30 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


Fighting climate change benefits everyone.
The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Peter Reagel
15719 4th Ave S  Burien, WA 98148-1286
preagel@gmail.com
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From: lorniewalker@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lorna Walker
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 10:44:42 AM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Lorna Walker
lorniewalker@gmail.com
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From: sulak72@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elana Sulakshana
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 5:56:16 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Elana Sulakshana
915 16th Ave  Seattle, WA 98122-4529
sulak72@gmail.com
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From: dmacleod@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dianna MacLeod
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 9:10:11 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Dianna MacLeod
PO Box 277  Langley, WA 98260-0277
dmacleod@msn.com
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From: lgn899a@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Gray
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 11:06:35 AM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


For profit companies especially those that are foreign owned,  have no business controlling our power source. We have little more than 10 years to address climate disaster and should not be building additional fossil fuel infrastructure. Macquarie got approval last year from UTC for their sale of PSE to two firms in Canada. Canada now owns 90% of PSE which is very frightening to rate payers especially since that's where the fracked gas comes from.


Macquarie was using faulty data at multiple sites simultaneously to support new asset acquisition at the rate payers expense so they could get a higher price for PSE when they sold their share last year.
Simultaneous to Energize Eastside, there is also:
    • The North Seattle Pipeline in Snohomish County. PSE plans to go from an 8" pipe to 20" justified by a yet to be demonstrated need to cover peak demand 4% if at all of the time. Otherwise they state current infrastructure will cover normal operations for the next 28 years.  Their FERC approval assumes this is just an upgrade to 5.9 miles of pipeline not market expansion, yet PSE's SEPA document admits any additional gas will be sent to California (page 13, addenda 1 & 2).
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Factionnetwork.org%2Fcampaigns%2Fnslu%3Flink_id%3D0%26can_id%3D3811a24eca3cd3ae97633cfbf7711f7e%26source%3Demail-new-pipeline-coming-soon-to-snohomish-
&amp;data=04%7C01%7Ccomments%40utc.wa.gov%7Cf557f6627a964d7db7c608d8d9c076eb%7C11d0e217264e400a8ba057dcc127d72d%7C0%7C0%7C637498767941652988%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&amp;sdata=R6ap6jVQ83oJFxuGL%2FtAZpaZdaHLa0aZR4LZhGu3Yhc%3D&amp;reserved=0
county&email_referrer=email_510566&email_subject=new-pipeline-coming-soon-to-snoh


    • Liquid Natural Gas Facility (LNG), Tacoma - https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?
url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.healthybay.org%2Fwork%2Ftacomalng%2F%2522The&amp;data=04%7C01%7Ccomments%40utc.wa.gov%7Cf557f6627a964d7db7c608d8d9c076eb%7C11d0e217264e400a8ba057dcc127d72d%7C0%7C0%7C637498767941662944%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&amp;sdata=OncaqsbuCbL0nZiqtRMygUC%2BZpsf3N2fC2U7PI511Po%3D&amp;reserved=0
SEIS analyzes the global warming impact of the project 100 years from now, even though the LNG facility will only be operational for 40 years and will have the highest greenhouse gas effect while it's in operation  We recalculated PSCAA's greenhouse gas emissions estimate from the Tacoma LNG facility using updated, relevant science and found that the emissions will actually be 31% worse for our planet than if we do nothing. That's the equivalent of 145,000 more cars on the road every
year."


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any other planned fossil gas plants, expansions
or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an actual say in where our money goes and the
implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Linda Gray
22629 78th Ave SE  Woodinville, WA 98072-9519
lgn899a@gmail.com
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From: jefefernandes@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeff Fernandes
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 6:01:48 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Jeff Fernandes
10334 38th Ave NE  Seattle, WA 98125-7815
jefefernandes@hotmail.com
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From: Jlroane@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Roane
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 9:16:35 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
James Roane
1425 S Puget Dr Apt L6 Renton, WA 98055-4323
Jlroane@yahoo.com
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From: brentn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brent Naylor
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 11:08:44 AM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Brent Naylor
129 Monohon Landing Rd  Raymond, WA 98577-9220
brentn@willapabay.org
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From: kasadreams@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of ERIN GUBELMAN
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 6:15:49 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
ERIN GUBELMAN
6505 4th Ave NW  Seattle, WA 98117-5007
kasadreams@gmail.com
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From: demian@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dr.Demian
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 9:25:55 PM
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


Hi:


Puget Sound Energy’s draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan DOES NOT connect to 2019’s Clean Energy
Transformation Act (CETA), which requires utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030.


This must be achieved by building more renewable energy and storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip
coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG, and any other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or
pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


As a customer, I have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future generations:
by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and I demand better.


I want more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand:


= Inquiry into the validity of construction costs passed onto customers


= A public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an actual say in where our money
goes


Thank you.


Dr. Demian


Sincerely,
Dr. Demian
Private  Seattle, WA 98146
demian@buddybuddy.com
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From: sheryl.s.feldman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of sheryl feldman
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 11:12:20 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


I've read the long and well-documented message produced by 350 Seattle.  I imagine you've had plenty of
opportunity to do that too.  So, I'll be simple.  Ignoring the implications of fracked gas for the future of the planet is
murderous.  Please modify your plan accordingly.


Sincerely,
sheryl feldman
507 W Mercer St Apt 501 Seattle, WA 98119-3970
sheryl.s.feldman@gmail.com
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From: hallie.a.nuzum@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Hallie Nuzum
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 6:16:31 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Hallie Nuzum
2902 Beacon Ave S  Seattle, WA 98144-5816
hallie.a.nuzum@gmail.com
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From: dickandlaura@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laura Goldberg
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 6:21:59 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


We need to keep fossil fuels in the ground and focus instead on clean green energy!!!!
It's a no-brainer!!!!


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Laura Goldberg
9225 N Cedarvale Loop Rd  Arlington, WA 98223-8677
dickandlaura@peoplepc.com
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From: sisters_2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Heywood
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 11:22:30 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Susan Heywood
1311 S 54th St  Tacoma, WA 98408-3525
sisters_2@msn.com
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From: abooze25@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amanda Booze
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 9:43:21 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Amanda Booze
14340 113th Ave NE  Kirkland, WA 98034-1036
abooze25@gmail.com
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From: drake4worldpeace@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barb Drake
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 5:10:37 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The fossil fuel industry, worldwide, corrupts democracies, establishes oil and gas partnerships with rogue and
dictator-led countries like Russia and Saudi Arabia, and is still the richest, most destructive industry on Earth.  Read
the real story about this industry by reading "Blowout" by Rachel Maddow.  PSE is one of the many tentacles of the
fossil fuel industry.  They will never stop selling this lethal product until the fossil fuel industry ceases to exist.  And
they will never reduce their emissions until the fossil fuel industry ceases to exist.


The International Paris Agreement, which America is now a leader of once again, has come up with a worldwide
greenhouse gas reduction plan that all countries are supposed to abide to every year, year after year.  PSE is, once
again, breaking its commitment to reduce the amount of emissions year after year and is therefore complicit in
driving the climate crisis to the brink of unimaginable destruction and suffering if they continue to ignore their own
commitments.


Remember, PSE is the fossil fuel industry.


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Barb Drake
10748 Evanston Ave N  Seattle, WA 98133-8838
drake4worldpeace@gmail.com
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From: jaredchowe@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jared Howe
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 11:48:55 AM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Jared Howe
4107 Martin Luther King Jr Way S  Seattle, WA 98108-1684
jaredchowe@gmail.com
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From: davidgeri@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Turnoy
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 9:46:29 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
David Turnoy
1131 Discovery Way  Eastsound, WA 98245-2208
davidgeri@rockisland.com
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From: rchorse11@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rebecca Canright
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 6:24:11 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Rebecca Canright
8 Deboer Farm Ln  Asbury, NJ 08802-2106
rchorse11@aol.com
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From: godawgz5@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laura Zerr
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 12:02:27 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Laura Zerr
Auburn, WA 98092
godawgz5@msn.com
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From: lawrence.magliola@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lawrence Magliola
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 9:48:54 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Lawrence Magliola
108 Hogans Vis  Sequim, WA 98382-9310
lawrence.magliola@gmail.com
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From: pittle.r.us@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amy Canright
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 6:24:18 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Amy Canright
11589 Martin Rd  Rockport, WA 98283-9766
pittle.r.us@gmail.com
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From: jerrykessinger@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jerry Kessinger
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 12:03:36 PM


External Email


Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


As a PSE customer it’s long past time to move away from fossil fuels to have even a chance for a better tomorrow.


Sincerely,
Jerry Kessinger
14410 47th Pl W  Lynnwood, WA 98087-1867
jerrykessinger@me.com
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From: jstansfield8981@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jack Stansfield
To: Public Involvement (UTC)
Subject: PSE IRP, Dockets UE-2003044 and UG-200305
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Jack Stansfield
16314 62nd Ave NW  Stanwood, WA 98292-8981
jstansfield8981@gmail.com
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Mark Canright
11589 Martin Rd  Rockport, WA 98283-9766
rebeccagroovypeace@gmail.com
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


I've been a climate change educator for over 20 years. It has been very frustrating to see the lack of needed action
over those 20 years, and I know that the next 20 years are a most critical time if we are to have any hope of getting
climate change under control.  To deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s draft 2021
Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) which requires
utilities to be 80% carbon free by 2030. This must be achieved by building more renewable energy and storage
infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any other
planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines, and creating good new jobs in energy efficiency retrofitting across
Washington State.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand. Any corporation or utility
bearing the name "Puget Sound" should reflect the values, vision, desires, and needs of the Coast Salish people who
are the natives of this region. PSE does not do that, and it's time to change that.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


All PSE's customers have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Thank you for your attention to my comments here.


Sincerely,
Sharon Abreu
1315 Vusario Ln # 969 Eastsound, WA 98245-7503
sharmuse@gmail.com
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Dear UTC Commissioners,


The next 20 years are a critical time — to deny this is to deny science and common sense. Puget Sound Energy’s
draft 2021 Integrated Resource Plan fails to align with 2019’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requiring
utilities to be 80 percent carbon free by 2030, which must be achieved by building more renewable energy and
storage infrastructure sooner, retiring the Colstrip coal plant before 2025, and cancelling the Tacoma LNG and any
other planned fossil gas plants, expansions or pipelines.


As Washington’s largest, and most expensive, energy utility, Puget Sound Energy will be instrumental to
determining if our state can achieve its climate goals. To see PSE’s initial draft of this critical 20-year plan include
building and expanding fossil fuel infrastructure while exploiting the cost cap loophole in the Energy
Transformation Act is frustrating and worrisome; it should not be allowed to stand.


Planning for future investments should involve an equity evaluation that analyzes potential impacts on Treaty rights,
communities already experiencing health disparities and high levels of pollution, and communities that have been
historically marginalized. This evaluation should span the project’s life cycle impacts. Fossil fuel extraction and
refining, including fossil gas, has a long and ugly history of harm through land and resource theft; man camps that
have been linked to the epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women and the disruption of small
communities; destruction of habitat and the ability to subsist off the land; and processes that leave behind
communities rocked by cancer, birth defects, and other serious health concerns. It’s time to leave these practices in
the past and invest in less harmful energy.


As customers, we have a stake in the harm PSE’s energy plans cause to communities, climate, and future
generations: by using and paying for the energy we are complicit, and we are demanding better. We are also
demanding more transparency in how PSE forecasts future energy demand, inquiry into the validity of construction
costs passed onto customers, and a public engagement process that facilitates customers and stakeholders having an
actual say in where our money goes and the implications of what powers our homes.


Sincerely,
Larkin Omenn
larkinomenn@gmail.com
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